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ABSTRACT
Paper-based digital microfluidic biochips (P-DMFBs) have re-
cently emerged as a promising low-cost and fast-responsive plat-
form for biochemical assays. In P-DMFBs, electrodes and control
lines are printed on a piece of photo paper using inkjet printer
and conductive ink of carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Compared with
traditional digital microfluidic biochips (DMFBs), P-DMFBs enjoy
notable advantages, such as much faster in-place fabrication with
printer and ink, much lower costs, better disposability, etc. Because
electrodes and CNT control lines are printed on the same layer
of a paper, a new design challenge for P-DMFB is to prevent the
unfavorable interactions between moving droplets and the voltages
on CNT control lines. These interactions may result in unexpected
droplet movements and thus incorrect assay outputs. This paper
proposes the first COntrol line Routing method for P-DMFBs
named CORP, which effectively eliminates the negative effects of
control lines on droplets. Experimental results on real-life chips
demonstrate the effectiveness of CORP.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, paper-based digital microfluidic biochips (P-DMFBs)

have emerged, with electrodes and control lines printed on a piece
of photo paper using inkjet printer and conductive ink of carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) [1]. Similar to traditional digital microfluidic
biochips (DMFBs) [2], droplets can also be precisely manipulated
in P-DMFBs by a 2-D array of CNT electrodes using the elec-
trowetting technology [3]. Compared with DMFBs fabricated on
solid substrates (e.g., silicon [4], glass [5], and polymers [6]), P-
DMFBs printed on paper enjoy notable advantages, such as faster
in-place fabrication with printer and ink, lower manufacturing cost,
better disposability, etc.

CNT electrode CNT control lineDroplet

Figure 1: Paper-based digital microfluidic biochip [1].
Figure 1 shows an example of the paper-based digital microflu-

idic biochip [1], where CNT electrodes and control lines are printed
on the paper. To enable the electrowetting technology, the CNT
electrodes and control lines are coated with a hydrophobic Teflon
film and a dielectric parylene-C film. Silicone oil is spin-coated on
top of the P-DMFB as the lubricant to adjust the surface tension.
Through external time-variant high/low control voltages enforced
on the CNT control lines, the droplet is transported step-by-step
across CNT electrodes. For example, for a rightward movement of
the droplet in Figure 1, the electrode under the droplet needs a low
voltage and the electrode in the right neighbor needs a high voltage.
The driving voltage ranges from 70V to 120V. Experimentally it

has been shown that AC voltage works better than DC voltage in
P-DMFBs [1].
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Figure 2: Static control interference issue in a demonstrative
P-DMFB [7]: (a) high voltages are applied to both droplets A
and B, (b) high voltage is only applied to A, (c) the high voltage
on A drives B to mix with A, and (d) the final mixed droplet.
A new design challenge for P-DMFBs is the control interfer-

ence between droplets and CNT control lines, which results in
unexpected droplet movements and wrong assay outputs. The
real experiments of the control interference on manufactured P-
DMFBs have been demonstrated and the video is available on-
line [7]. In the demonstrative P-DMFB in Figure 2, there are
5× 5 CNT electrodes, the size of each electrode is 4.0mm2, the
width of the CNT control line is 0.2mm, the distance between
adjacent electrodes is 2.0mm, each droplet is 20uL, and the high
voltage for moving the droplets is 100V. A CCD camera was used
to capture the video, and Figure 2 shows the images extracted from
the recorded video. There are two types of control interferences
according to whether the affected droplet is stalling or moving, i.e.,
static control interference for stalling droplets and dynamic control
interference for moving droplets. Figure 2 shows the static control
interference. In Figure 2(a), because of the high voltage on droplet
B, the high-voltage control line in red for droplet A cannot move B.
That is, the static control interference can be resolved by applying
a high voltage on the stalling droplet. As shown in Figure 2(b),
without the high voltage on the stalling blue droplet B, the high-
voltage control line for A moves B. In Figure 2(c), due to the high-
voltage red control line for A, the blue droplet B is unexpectedly
mixed with A. The final mixed droplet due to the static control
interference is shown in Figure 2(d).

Figure 3 shows an illustrative example of the key design chal-
lenge caused by the dynamic control interference issue. Figure 3(a)
shows the routed CNT control lines that connect electrodes to
external control pins. In Figure 3(b), assume both droplets d1 and
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Figure 3: Dynamic control interference issue: (a) routed CNT
control lines, (b) designated droplet movement, (c) dynamic
control interference between droplet d2 and high-voltage con-
trol line V1H , and (d) rerouting the control line of V1H to
resolve the conflict.
d2 are scheduled to move rightward at the same time. As shown
in Figure 3(c), the corresponding electrodes need to be driven by
low and high voltages, respectively. However, in Figure 3(c),
the control line of V1H adversely affects droplet d2’s movement
due to the voltage interference (i.e., V1H to the left of d2 also
has high voltage, blocking the move of d2 to the right). This
conflict is referred to as dynamic control interference, which causes
malfunction to d2. To solve the dynamic control interference,
control lines need to be carefully planned. As shown in Figure 3(d),
the control line of V1H is rerouted to resolve the conflict with
droplet d2.

In the past decade, noticeable advances have been made in auto-
mated design methods for DMFBs, which can be classified into two
main categories [8]: (1) Fluidic-level synthesis: this design stage
includes sequencing graph construction, operation scheduling and
resource binding, module placement, and droplet routing [9–16,18,
19]; (2) Chip-level design: this design stage includes electrodes’
activation sequence generation, electrode addressing, and control
line routing [20–25]. Different from conventional DMFBs, there is
only one existing work on P-DMFBs [26]. However, the dynamic
control interference is completely ignored in [26], which will result
in the wrong outcome of the bio-assays and thus waste expensive
reagents. Therefore, a codesign framework considering dynamic
control interference with droplet re-scheduling is necessary to ob-
tain the correct overall solution. However, existing works on chip-
level design only addressed the routing constraints for DMFBs.
None of the previous work considers the new constraints for P-
DMFBs, i.e., the above mentioned interactions between the moving
droplets and CNT control lines.

This paper proposes the first practical and effective physical
design framework for P-DMFBs, which seamlessly integrates the
control line routing and droplet scheduling stages. Major contribu-
tions of the paper are as follows:

• The first control line routing method is proposed consider-
ing the new constraints between control lines and moving
droplets, which obtains enhanced routing completion rate
and minimized total length.

• An effective escape routing method based on the minimum

cost network flow formulation is employed, which con-
currently routes the CNT electrodes to control pins with
optimized total wire length and routing completion rate.

• An effective obstacle-avoiding routing method is proposed,
which addresses a new routing requirements that different
sets of routing obstacles need to be avoided for different CNT
electrodes to be routed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the problem formulation. Section 3 presents the overall
flow of the proposed framework. Section 4 presents the droplet
routing and scheduling method. Section 5 presents details of the
control line routing algorithm based on the minimum cost flow
formulation. Section 6 presents and discusses the experimental
results. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section 7.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Similar to DMFBs, fluidic-level synthesis is required in P-

DMFBs to generate the droplets’ routing paths on the paper. More-
over, scheduled droplet transportation is also generated, which
indicates the droplets’ positions at any time step. In other words,
droplets are scheduled to make their movements according to the
control signals. At each time step, a droplet may either stall at
its current position or move to the next position along its routing
path. To control the droplet movement, the underlying electrodes
are activated by “0-1-X” control signals. Here, “0” denotes a low
voltage, “1” denotes a high voltage, and “X” denotes a “don’t-
care” voltage (i.e., the electrode can be driven by either high or
low voltage without affecting the designated droplets’ movement).
According to the droplets’ transportation requirements, a sequence
of activation patterns is generated for all time steps.

As mentioned above, activation bit “X” is preferably replaced
by “0” in P-DMFBs to avoid the static and dynamic control
interferences between moving droplets and high-voltage control
lines. If the electrode ei is activated at the time step k, the control
line of ei has the voltage “1”, so that activation bit ai,k=“1”. At the
same time step, if there is a moving droplet on another electrode e j
which is neighboring the control line, the status of the droplet may
be affected by the voltage on the control line of ei. Furthermore, if
a moving droplet appears on such a neighboring electrode e j at the
time step k−1 and should be moved away from e j at the time step
k, the moving operation may also be disturbed by the voltage on
the control line. Considering these situations together, we define
the conflict condition for the control line of the electrode ei as

DEFINITION 1 (Conflict electrodes). For an electrode ei, its
control line must avoid the electrodes in its conflict electrode set
C(ei)={e j | there is a moving droplet on e j at the time step k or
k−1 and ai,k=“1”, ∀ j �= i, ∀k}.
According to the definition above, conflict electrodes C(ei) of ei

represents the set of electrodes that must not sit near the control line
of ei. That is, when routing the control line of ei, the neighborhood
of electrodes in C(ei) should be avoided.

When the droplets’ movements have been scheduled, conflict
electrodes can be determined for each electrode. Then the cor-
responding routing obstacles can be computed. Figure 4 shows
an example of control line routing with obstacle avoidance. In
Figure 4, the conflict electrodes C(e1) and C(e2) for electrodes
e1 and e2 are computed, respectively. The shaded neighborhood
of the conflict electrodes are set as routing obstacles. As the
control line of e1 only needs to avoid routing obstacles induced
by C(e1), it can pass the obstacles induced by C(e2). Similarly,
the control line of e2 can pass the obstacles induced by C(e1).
This is a specific feature for control line routing in P-DMFBs. In
DMFBs, except for the electrodes, there are typically no other types
of routing obstacles. Moreover, in DMFBs there are no specific
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Figure 4: Routing obstacles in control line routing: routed
control lines avoid specific obstacles from conflict electrodes,
i.e., e1 only needs to avoid obstacles from C(e1), and e2 only
needs to avoid obstacles fromC(e2).
routing obstacles only for one electrode as shown in Figure 4. This
makes the control routing problem for P-DMFBs much harder to
solve.

With the above definitions and descriptions, this paper addresses
the following problem:

Control and Fluidic Design for Paper-Based Digital Microflu-
idic Biochips.
Given: A set of droplet routing subproblems with droplets’ source
and target positions for a given bioassay, and the routing blockages.
Find: The droplet routing and scheduling results, and control line
routing paths connecting all electrodes to control pins.
Subject to: (i) Both static and dynamic fluidic constraints in
DMFBs. (ii) Minimum line width and spacing design rules for
control line routing. (iii) No crossing is allowed between different
control lines. (iv) Both static and dynamic control interference
constraints between the high-voltage control lines and droplets
should be satisfied.
Objective: Minimize weighted sum of total wire length of control
lines, and the bioassay’s execution time.
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Figure 5: Overall flow of the proposed framework.
Figure 5 shows the overall flow of the proposed framework. The

input to the system are subproblems of an assay. The fluidic design
module obtains the droplets’ routing and scheduling results. For a
certain droplet routing result, it is possible that no valid scheduling
solution exists. In that case, droplet rerouting is required to find
a feasible droplet scheduling solution. Then, according to the
scheduled droplets’ movements, droplets’ positions in each clock
cycle are obtained. So the activation sequence on the underlying
CNT electrodes can be computed. Next, the set of conflict elec-
trodes with static and dynamic control interferences is computed
for each electrode according to the droplets’ movements. The
conflict electrodes along with their neighborhood area form specific
routing obstacles for the corresponding electrode. Therefore, when
routing an electrode to peripheral control pins, the routed control
line should avoid a specific set of routing obstacles. Since each
electrode has a different set of conflict electrodes, routing obstacles
are constructed for each electrode individually. This brings new
design challenges to routing methods in P-DMFBs. Please note
that those electrodes without any droplets passing by are marked as
unused, which do not need to be connected by control lines.

After routing obstacles are computed for each electrode, escape
routing for the electrodes is performed to compute the CNT control
lines. The minimum line width and spacing constraints need to
be satisfied during routing. During the electrodes’ escape routing
stage, several iterations will be conducted to adjust the control line
routing solution for avoiding the static and dynamic control inter-
ferences. If there are still static and dynamic control interferences
after a pre-specified number of iterations, the routing process will
be finished by ignoring these conflicts. After the electrodes’ escape
routing, the termination condition will be checked. If all the static
and dynamic control interferences are resolved or the threshold on
the number of iterations is reached, the flow will be terminated
with final fluidic and control design results. Otherwise, the conflict
situations between electrodes and the routed control lines will be
analyzed for the stage. During the stage, droplets are re-scheduled
according to the routed control lines. If the re-scheduling algorithm
cannot find a feasible solution according to the control line routing
result, droplet rerouting will be invoked. Then the whole design
flow will be iterated once again. Details of the proposed method
are described in the following sections. The notations used in this
paper are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Notation table.
Notations Meaning

R Set of all the routing grids

ri The ith routing grid

Rg Set of general routing grids

Rz Set of routing grids corresponding to electrode ez
Rc Set of routing grids corresponding to the control pins

E Set of all the electrodes

C Set of conflict electrodes for each electrode in E
P Set of all the available control pins

fi, j (0≤ fi, j ≤ 1) Floating variable for flow from routing grid ri to r j
si, j Constant value denoting cost of unit flow corresponding to fi, j
S Matrix of constant cost values for unit flows

4. FLUIDIC DESIGN
4.1 Droplet Routing
The first step in fluidic design is droplet routing. The target of

droplet routing is to connect the list of nets in each subproblem.
Moreover, the droplets’ paths must satisfy both the fluidic con-
straints and the timing constraint.
Fluidic constraint: During droplet movement, the spacing be-
tween different droplets must be large enough to avoid unexpected
mixing errors. Fluidic constraints can be further divided into the
static and dynamic constraints [27]. Assume di at (xti ,y

t
i) and d j at

(xtj,y
t
j) are two independent droplets at time t. Then the following

constraints must be satisfied for any t during droplet transportation:
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1. Static constraint: |xti− xtj|> 1 or |yti− ytj|> 1.

2. Dynamic constraint: |xt+1
i − xtj| > 1 or |yt+1

i − ytj| > 1 or

|xti− xt+1
j |> 1 or |yti− yt+1

j |> 1.

The static constraint states that the minimum spacing between
two droplets is one electrode for any time step t during droplet
movement. The dynamic constraint states that the activated high-
voltage electrode for di (d j) cannot be adjacent to droplet d j
(di) because there may be more than one activated neighboring
electrodes for d j (di). Therefore, without satisfying the dynamic
constraint, we may have an unexpected mixing between droplets di
and d j.
Timing constraint: This constraint gives an upper limit on the
transportation time of droplets along their paths. The timing
constraint is used to ensure the execution time of an assay. Those
paths that violate the timing constraint will be pruned away during
droplet routing.

In this work, the droplet routing method is based on the classic
A* search algorithm. In order to obtain a promising solution,
we introduce an additional variable used to record whether the
current cell has been used by other droplets’ paths. By setting the
surrounding cells of finished routes as used with a higher routing
cost, the fluidic constraints can be satisfied in most cases. As a
result, it will become easier for the droplet scheduling process to
find a valid solution.

4.2 Droplet Scheduling
The droplet scheduling stage obtains a scheduling solution for

the movement of each droplet. During the movements of droplets,
unexpected droplet mixing must be avoided and the timing con-
straint has to be satisfied. Moreover, in order to speed up the assay
execution, the total execution time should be minimized. Existing
heuristic scheduling methods (e.g., [28]) may lead to deadlocks in
special cases and cannot guarantee optimal scheduling solution.
To address these problems, we proposed an A*-searching-based
droplet scheduling method, which is able to obtain the optimal
solution. The proposed A*-searching-based droplet scheduling
method are used in two scenarios: (1) directly after droplet
routing without control line routing solutions; and (2) during the
adjustment stage with the control line routing solution and thus
with more scheduling constraints for eliminating the static and
dynamic control interferences. For page limitation, details of the
proposed scheduling algorithm are not presented in this paper.

5. CONTROL DESIGN
During control line routing, the control lines from electrodes

to control pins are computed, which avoid the obstacles induced
by the conflict electrodes. There are two major objectives: (1) to
minimize the total length of control lines for reducing the cost of
CNT ink material, and (2) to maximize the number of success-
fully routed control lines if all electrodes are not simultaneously
routable. Without considering the specific routing obstacles for
avoiding static and dynamic control interferences, the electrode
escape routing problem can be solved optimally using the minimum
cost network flow formulation.

5.1 Minimum Cost Flow Formulation
Inspired by [30], we propose the minimum cost flow formu-

lation for escape routing and obtain the solutions using a linear
programming solver. According to the minimum width (wmin)
and minimum spacing (smin) design rules, the routing area can
be partitioned into a mesh by horizontal and vertical lines with
uniform spacing (see Figure 6(a) for an example). By setting the
spacing value as wmin + smin, no design rule violations will occur
when routing is performed along these horizontal and vertical lines.
Routing grids are the intersection points between these horizontal
and vertical lines. A network flow formulation can be constructed
on this mesh, where an ingoing/outgoing flow of a routing grid

refers to the flow going into or out of the node corresponding to
the routing grid. The network flow graph GF = (VF ,EF ) (see
Figure 6(b)) and the corresponding minimum cost flow problem
are constructed as follows:

• A super source node s and super target node t are added into
VF , with capacity ∞ and unit flow cost 0.

• For each control pin p j ∈ P, a target node t j is added intoVF ,
with capacity 1 and unit flow cost 0.

• For each electrode ei ∈ E, a source node si is added into VF ,
with capacity 1 and unit flow cost 0.

• For each general routing grid ri ∈ Rg that is not covered by
electrodes or control pins, a node is added into VF , with
capacity 1 and unit flow cost 0.

• A directed edge is added into EF for each (s, si), (t j, t), (ri,
t j), and (si, ri) according to the connectivity in the mesh, with
capacity 1. The unit flow cost of (s, si) is a negative constant
value (e.g., -α), and the unit flow cost of other edges is 0.

• A bi-directional edge is added into EF between each pair of
general adjacent routing grids according to the mesh, with
capacity 1 and unit flow cost 1.

Since the capacities and demands of the nodes are all integers,
according to the integrality property [31], the above network flow
problem has an integer minimum cost flow. Therefore, the above
minimum cost network flow problem can be formulated as the
following linear programming problem:
• Objective: Minimize ∑si, j · fi, j−α ·∑xc
• Subject to:

∑
g j∈Rz

∑
k
f j,k ≥ xc ∀ ez ∈ E (1)

∑
g j∈Rz

∑
k
fi, j = 0 ∀ ez ∈ E (2)

∑ f j,k−∑ fi, j = 0 ∀ r j ∈ Rg (3)

∑ f j,k+∑ fi, j ≤ 2 ∀ g j ∈ Rg (4)

where xc (0 ≤ xc ≤ 1) is a floating variable for maximizing the
number of successfully routed paths, α is a user-defined parameter
to make (∑xc) dominate (∑si, j · fi, j), and the other notations are
explained in Table 1. Constraint (1) computes the sum of all
outgoing flows from the routing grids of an electrode, and sets xc as
the lower bound. Therefore, by maximizing ∑xc the total number
of successfully routed control lines is maximized. Constraint (2)
states that all ingoing flows are 0 for all the routing grids of
electrode ez. Constraint (3) states the flow conservation constraint
for all the general routing grids. Constraint (4) not only avoids
crossings between control lines, but also enforces flow capacity
constraints on the flow edges. General routing grids exist from
electrodes to control pins. This guarantees the validity of the flow
capacity constraint. In the above problem formulation, general
routing obstacles are easily incorporated, i.e., by removing the
corresponding routing grids from the network flow graph, or by
enforcing the corresponding ingoing and outgoing flows to 0.
Figure 6(b) demonstrates the linear programming constraints on the
network flow graph. As explained above, directed flow edges are
drawn between the routing grids. The capacity of the flow edges is
1 (i.e., 0≤ fi, j ≤ 1).

5.2 Electrode Escape Routing
As mentioned in Section 5.1, general routing obstacles are easily

considered in the minimum cost flow formulation. However,
specific routing obstacles for each electrode caused by its con-
flict electrodes are difficult to handle. Algorithm 1 presents the
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Figure 6: Network flow formulation: (a) top-left corner of the
P-DMFB with one CNT electrode, and (b) the corresponding
network flow graph.
electrode escape routing algorithm, which addresses the specific
routing obstacles for each electrode to be routed. The basic idea
of the algorithm is to iteratively route the control lines using
minimum cost network flow formulation, and rip-up and reroute
those illegal control lines in subsequent loops. Updated edge costs
are used to encourage failed electrodes to choose alternative routing
solutions. Moreover, the routed control lines passing through the
neighborhood of failed electrodes are ripped-up and rerouted using
the same network flow formulation for enhanced overall routability.

In Algorithm 1, specific routing obstacles for each electrode are
first constructed. Then elements in the cost matrix for unit flows in
the minimum cost network flow formulation are initialized as 1.0.
E0 is initialized to hold the electrodes to be routed. In each loop,
routed control lines are treated as general routing obstacles Ob.
Then a while-loop is entered, where electrodes are routed by the
minimum cost network flow formulation and linear programming
solver. If computed control line li of electrode ei passes the
obstacles induced by its corresponding conflict electrodes C(ei),
then li will be ripped-up and rerouted in the next loop. Moreover,
the routing costs are increased for those edges in the next loop.
To further improve the routability, routed control lines are ripped-
up and rerouted if they are within Manhattan distance τ from the
electrodes to be routed. The algorithm will be terminated when all
electrodes are successfully routed or the unit-flow cost ξ is large
enough (> γ) to allow extensive solution space exploration with
large routing detours. Assume an electrode takes wE ×wE grids,
and spacing between electrodes takes sE grids. And assume the
size of the paper chip is w× h. In the experiments, β = wE + sE ,
γ = max{w,h}, and τ = sE . Time complexity of Algorithm 1 is
dominated by the linear programming solver [32], which runs in
polynomial time in most cases.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Input: Electrodes E, conflict electrodes C, control pins P, and routing grids R.
Output: Routed control lines L from E to P.

1 Construct routing obstacles O(e) fromC(e) for each electrode ei ∈ E (see
Figure 4);

2 Initialize cost matrix S0 ←{1.0}, cost value ξ← 1.0, electrodes E0 ← E, and
routing obstacles Ob← φ;

3 Set counter r ← 0, f lag ← f alse;
4 while |E0| �= 0 do
5 Construct a network flow problem with E0 according to Figure 6;
6 Build a minimum cost network flow problem with Ob and Sr ;
7 Solve the network flow problem by a linear programming solver;
8 Construct the control lines Lr computed by linear programming;
9 Set ξ← ξ+β;
10 for i= 1 to |Lr | do
11 Obtain electrode ei from control line li;
12 if li passes routing grids in O(ei) then
13 Rip-up li;
14 if ξ > γ then
15 Add routing grid of O(ei) into Ob;

16 else
17 Update Sr for edges passing any grid in O(ei): s j,k ← ξ;

18 else
19 Insert li into L, and remove ei from E0;
20 Add routing grids of li into Ob;

21 if f lag = true then break;
22 if ξ > γ then Set f lag ← true;
23 for i= 1 to |E0| do
24 for j = 1 to |L| do
25 if dis(ei,l j ) < τ then
26 Rip-up control line l j and insert e j into E0;

27 Set counter r ← r+1;

28 if |E0| �= 0 then Report failed electrodes in E0.

Algorithm 1: Electrode escape routing algorithm.

Table 2: Design parameters.
Design Size #Electrodes Routing area #CP #SUB

in-vitro_1 16×16 256 131×131 516 11

in-vitro_2 14×14 196 115×115 452 15

protein_1 21×21 441 171×171 676 64

protein_2 13×13 169 107×107 420 78

protein_2A 13×13 169 107×107 420 40

protein_2B 13×13 169 107×107 420 38

random_1 21×21 441 171×171 676 8

random_2 20×19 380 163×155 628 21

random_3 29×15 435 235×123 708 11

random_4 21×12 252 171×99 532 6

radnom_5 17×16 256 139×131 532 9

We have implemented our P-DMFB design flow in C++ pro-
gramming language. Our system is tested on a 2.62GHz Intel
Xeon Linux server with 32 cores and 132GB memory. The Gurobi
optimizer is used to solve the linear programming problem [32].
Table 2 shows the details of the benchmarks, where “Design”
gives the names of the benchmarks including both real bioassays
and synthesized testcases. “Size” gives the sizes of the CNT
electrode array, “#Electrodes” gives the number of electrodes to
be routed, “Routing area” gives the total number routing grids,
“#CP” gives the number of candidate control pins and “#SUB”
denotes the number of subproblems in an assay. In the experiments,
each electrode takes 5×5 routing grids (wE = 5), and the spacing
between adjacent electrodes is set to be 3 routing grids (sE = 3)
in Table 3. This setting is very strict considering the resolution of
current office printers and the conductivity of CNT control lines.
Relaxed spacing between adjacent CNT electrodes will improve
overall routability. However, the design may not be applicable in
current printing technology for P-DMFBs.

Table 3 shows the experimental results of control line routing,
where “#Eu” denotes the number of used electrodes for an assay,
the column under “#Er” gives the total number of routed electrodes,
Rate gives the routing completion rate in percentage value, “Imp.”
gives the improvement ratio, and “WL” gives the total length of
routed control lines. To verify the effectiveness of our control
line method, we have implemented the maze routing algorithm.
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Table 3: Experimental results of control line routing.
Design #Eu #SUB

#Er Rate (%) WL CPU(s)

Maze Ours Maze Ours Imp.(%) Maze Ours Maze Ours

in-vitro_1 183 11 123 182 67.2 99.5 50.5 3196 5273 1.6 108.2

in-vitro_2 154 15 109 146 70.8 94.8 37.8 2499 3453 1.7 84.4

protein_1 402 64 193 265 48 65.9 82.6 6895 5862 10.6 280

protein_2 165 78 111 151 67.2 91.5 40.5 2330 2954 4.5 77.4

random_1 217 8 163 217 75.1 100 33.2 5738 8262 1.9 109

random_2 263 21 163 239 62 90.9 59.6 5508 8114 3.3 120

random_3 271 11 185 268 68.3 98.9 36.8 6011 9798 3.8 272

random_4 137 6 110 136 80.3 99.3 28.3 2804 3482 0.9 116.8

random_5 112 9 90 112 80.4 100 21.8 2714 3427 0.4 17.5

Avg. - - - - 68.8 93.4 35.8 - - 3.2 114.8

During maze routing for an electrode, the specific routing obstacles
induced by its conflict electrodes are avoided. From the results,
our proposed control line routing method shows a much better
performance on routing completion rate, with on average 36.4%
improvement compared with the maze routing algorithm. Mean-
while, all of the benchmarks are routed in 5 minutes. Experimental
results show our control line routing method is effective.

As Table 3 shows, there are some failed electrodes due to the
static and dynamic control interference constraints. Therefore, we
remove all the control interference constraints to finish control line
routing for all the electrodes. Then we solve the control interfer-
ence issue during droplet re-scheduling. In order to reduce the
runtime of the most complex benchmark “protein_2”, it is divided
into “protein_2A” and “protein_2B”. For the page limitation, the
experimental results of droplet re-scheduling will not be discussed
in this paper.

7. CONCLUSION
We have proposed the first control line routing system, called

CORP, for the newly emerging paper-based digital microfluidic
biochips. CORP effectively and efficiently addresses the new
design challenge of preventing the unfavorable interactions be-
tween amoving droplets and the voltages on CNT control lines.
Experimental results show that CORP has better performance than
Maze based routing method. Moreover, the routing failed problems
will be solved by the following droplet re-scheduling method which
is not presented in this paper.
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